
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

Skill: Fluency   Passage, Cycle 10 – Insects 
Teacher Copy 

Student Name/Date ___________________________________________ 

Insects  1 

There are many insects in the world. Look closely. Insects have 12 
 

three body parts. They have six jointed legs that help them to get 25 
 

from place to place quickly. Insects have hard shells. The shells  36 
 

protect their inside body parts. Insects have antennas, or feelers, 46 
 

too. The feelers help them locate things to eat. 55 
 

Many insects have two sets of wings. Some insects use their tiny 67 
 

wings to fly. Others prefer to creep on land. Some insects can 79 
 

even swim. 81 
 

There are male and female insects. Baby insects hatch from eggs 92 
 

and grow to become adults. When the insects are grown, they 103 
 

make nests in many places. 108 
 

Some insects help people. They eat trash and things that are no 120 
 

longer alive. This helps to keep the world clean. But sometimes 131 
 

insects become pests. They make nests in places where people 141 
 

work or play. When people get too close, some insects may bite or 154 
 

sting. It is best to leave insects alone and stay away from them. 167 
 

Scoring Reading Accuracy (60 seconds sample) 

Frustration (Below 90%) = 18 miscalls in passage Total Words in Passage (words read) 
__________ 

Instructional (90-94%) = 10-17 miscalled words Total Errors (miscalled words) 
__________ 

Independent (95-100%) = 0-9 miscalled words Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM) 
__________
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Student Copy 

Student Name ___________________________________________ 

Insects 

There are many insects in the world. Look closely. Insects have 

three body parts. They have six jointed legs that help them to get 

from place to place quickly. Insects have hard shells. The shells 

protect their inside body parts. Insects have antennas, or feelers, 

too. The feelers help them locate things to eat. 

Many insects have two sets of wings. Some insects use their tiny 

wings to fly. Others prefer to creep on land. Some insects can 

even swim. 

There are male and female insects. Baby insects hatch from eggs 

and grow to become adults. When the insects are grown, they 

make nests in many places. 

Some insects help people. They eat trash and things that are no 

longer alive. This helps to keep the world clean. But sometimes 

insects become pests. They make nests in places where people 

work or play. When people get too close, some insects may bite or 

sting. It is best to leave insects alone and stay away from them. 
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